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PERSPECTIVES ON ORGANIZING FROM A YIMBY 
 

Laura Foote Clark 
 
There are lots of papers about America and California's chronic housing shortage. There are 
papers outlining the relationship between the housing shortage and the national economy, 
between the housing shortage and inequality, between the housing shortage and segregation, and 
between the housing shortage and global warming. There are reports on what our housing goals 
should be, why we fail to meet them, and what happens when we do better. There are books 
about how the laws were written, and how the rent is too damn high. 
  
And it is important to keep beating that drum. Proof requires a preponderance of evidence and 
research. But I am unqualified to write such a paper. 
  
I have an undergraduate degree in economics, which is just enough education to make a person 
overconfident. My resume is a scattershot of strange disconnected jobs, from barista to wine-tech 
sales person. I’ve been an intern more times than I’d care to admit, and I don’t really know what 
a “white paper” in my “field” looks like. 
  
I’m just a person who got frustrated by what I recognized as a failure of public policy and tried 
to figure out what to do about it. So I entered politics, which has always had a loose relationship 
with scientific proof. Facts are useful, but insufficient in this war-by-other-means. Politics is the 
way we hammer out the uneasy peace treaty between an ever-changing “us.”  
 
There is one fundamental fact of politics: The truth must be won. 
 
What follows are ruminations on being an organizer, drawing on what I have learned in four 
years helping to build the Yes In My Back Yard (YIMBY) movement. Some is specific to 
housing advocacy, but I hope most will be useful to anyone who wants to advocate for change, 
especially on a local level. YIMBY is a deliberately political movement and should be 
understood as a multipronged effort to enact massive policy change. 
  
The Yes In My Back Yard movement believes, from the preponderance of evidence and our 
lived experience, that there is currently a chronic housing shortage, especially in and around 
places with strong job growth. 
 
In market economies, shortages generally express themselves through spikes in prices. In 
planned economies, shortages generally express themselves through rationing and long lines. In 
both, we also often see things like black markets, hoarding, speculation, and scams. In hybrid 
systems, such as those found in all American cities, we see all of these things. The 10-year wait-
lists for subsidized affordable housing and the average home value of $2.2 million in Cupertino, 
CA, are both symptoms of shortages. Our housing market is complicated and vast, but at every 
level there is evidence of an overall shortage. 
 
Either you believe in what I have just said or you don’t. This paper is not about convincing you. 
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Evidence is not enough for policy change to occur. Everyone has numbers they like to point to, 
and statistics do not move the heart. Interests vary, incentives abound, and the lived experiences 
of high housing costs lead individuals to wildly different conclusions about causes, solutions, 
and even whether there is a problem. Cupertino Mayor Darcy Paul, in his 2018 State of the City 
Address, said “circumstances are not dire” and that our housing situation is “not at a point where 
anyone can justifiably say… drastic measures must be taken.” 
  
Evidence alone does not create policy change. Evidence does not unite people towards a 
common action. One person’s evidence is another person’s cherry-picked statistic designed to 
manipulate the people. 
  
The majority of my work is to organize the people who already believe that we are experiencing 
a housing shortage into an effective political block that can drive policy change to build much 
more subsidized, affordable, and market-rate housing across the state. An organizer must find 
and activate people, connect them in a politically engaged community, and turn them into an 
army of advocates. 
  
We need to change the laws. Politicians write laws. Politicians get to the heads of parades. An 
organizer builds a parade. An organizer is a list-builder, taking people from vague beliefs to 
specific actions. Building a movement means nurturing and guiding that journey from belief to 
action, from couch-sitter to activist. 
  
Most people don’t understand what is keeping California from building housing. Maybe they’ve 
heard that NIMBYs fight housing, but they don’t really know what that means or where that 
takes place. Most people don’t know who their city council member is or what an 
assemblymember does. Most people are unable to connect their political values with how to vote 
during local elections, let alone whom to email about their concerns. 
  
Building a political movement means creating structures to channel existing opinions into 
effective activism to drive policy change. A movement creates a feedback loop, wherein the 
activism inspires more and more people to join, attracting more and more attention to the issue 
and the movement itself. Convincing the undecided may be an important part of many policy-
minded organizations, but it is not the focus of a good political organizer. 
 
The best political movements breed passionate people to create further change, using their 
energy and brainpower to grow. A good organizer sets some policy goals, but largely nurtures a 
collaborative, mission-driven community where people bond over a shared cause and egg one 
another on. 
 
Find People. Connect them with a community. Come up with ways to take action. 
Reinforce that action with positive community feedback. Create a sense of ownership. 
Enable people to take on leadership, and set organizational priorities. Nurture and guide 
your community. 
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FIND PEOPLE 
 
There are two ways to organize: Inside and Outside. Inside organizers reshuffle existing groups 
of engaged people. This is good for folks who are working on things that are already popular or 
that won’t receive much pushback. 
 
Outside organizers have to pull new people in. YIMBY must get people who have not been 
involved in politics before to join. The message must be loud enough that it carries, but not so 
shrill that it alienates. As the movement grows, your voice will carry further and often groups 
soften. But clarity of message is always more compelling to your most important audience: 
People who agree with you but don’t know about you. 
 
Especially when you are just one person, you must be loud enough to be found. You must cut 
through the noise enough for like-minded people to discover you, recognize you, and be drawn 
to you. 
 
Housing policy is extremely controversial, and people who are engaged in the existing political 
battles often advise organizers to be “too controversial.” In general, this is bad advice for would-
be organizers. 
  
People who are part of existing political structures often think it’s important to be “acceptable” 
in the current discourse. That works if you’re doing Inside organizing, but not if you want 
systemic change. The existing political structure will only take your demands seriously when you 
can move votes, so build your army. 
 
In the beginning, focus on the people yelling on the “fringe” of the discourse who already think 
like you do. There are people ranting on Twitter, railing in the comments section of local 
newspapers, and complaining on online forums. These are the first people you can organize.  
  
CONNECT PEOPLE WITH A COMMUNITY 
 
Invite folks to meet up. In practical terms, create ways for your community to self-organize and 
bond. Online, that can be tools like Facebook communities, Slack, or Google Groups. But 
meeting in real life is critical to creating genuine bonds and encouraging people to take on 
responsibilities. This is about team building. 
  
COME UP WITH WAYS TO TAKE ACTION 
 
Give people as many ways as possible to engage, and get people spit-balling more ideas. The 
barrier to entry in local politics is much lower than most people realize. If you can alert people to 
opportunities to get their voice heard, they will see value in your organization. Your team is the 
brain trust that will help you figure out all the ways people can take action and enact those alert 
systems. 
  
Not everyone wants to do the same thing. Some folks will want to go to City Hall and give 
public comments. Some will want to write an op-ed. Others will want to track local housing 
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projects and nerd out over documentation. Do everything you can to enable a multitude of ways 
to plug in so different kinds of people will all be able to engage. 
 
If someone wants to do something you think is unproductive, let them. So long as it’s not 
destructive, it’s their time to waste. And you might be wrong, it could be a great idea. 
  
REINFORCE THOSE ACTIONS WITH POSITIVE COMMUNITY FEEDBACK 
 
Give out credit everywhere, all the time. Thank you for coming. You being here made such a 
difference. I’m so glad you’re in this fight with us. And mean it. 
 
Someone comes out once because they heard your message and got inspired to fight. If it was a 
bad experience and they met no one, they’re unlikely to do it again. An organizer makes sure that 
people feel valued and part of something larger than themselves. Human beings are social 
animals, and an organizer is a camp counselor. 
  
CREATE A SENSE OF OWNERSHIP 
 
Get people to take on projects. Give out titles, and create a sense that this team is responsible for 
creating political change. Because it is. Nothing happens without people. 
  
Put others in charge of organizing events, sending out newsletters, or managing a social media 
presence. Create systems where your team checks in regularly and helps one another accomplish 
goals.  
  
NURTURE AND GUIDE YOUR COMMUNITY 
 
The people who make the movement possible are the human beings who decide to keep being 
involved. An organizer needs to enable and support people at every level.  
 
As a movement grows, a community becomes something with a life of its own. Every person 
who wants your movement to be successful should be committed to trying to make that a “good” 
community that more people will want to join. Ask people to take responsibility for the tone and 
tenor of your community. Have “intro” sessions and build inclusivity. The members of your 
community should feel a communal responsibility to both improve and grow the movement. 
  
A great deal of YIMBY activism focuses on zoning, i.e. what you’re allowed to build where. We 
focus on how zoning often restricts how many units of housing can be built on a given plot of 
land. We call low-density zoning “Exclusionary Zoning” because it is designed to prevent 
apartments from being built. Apartments, condos, and multifamily subsidized affordable housing 
are all illegal to build in places with exclusionary zoning. Single-family-home-only zoning was 
designed to keep low-income people and racial minorities out of white communities, and it has 
been a driving force in creating our chronic housing shortage. Locally controlled exclusionary 
zoning is a form of regulatory capture by incumbent residents. 
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That previous paragraph risks being quite boring. It’s not the most boring version of the topic, 
but it still struggles to convey a deeper set of values.  
 
Organizing is a perpetual balancing act when it comes to messaging. Coordinating to fight for 
complex policy outcomes, without losing the powerful simplicity of “Build More Housing,” 
means constantly shifting gears. Honing messaging is an iterative process where your members 
find their voice, and you’re going to get it wrong a lot. 
  
The magic strikes when you have a truth that resonates and a structure that can absorb people 
who are drawn to that message. All organizers have constant imposter syndrome, being hyper-
aware that either their messaging is not quite there, or they can’t quite reach the right people. Or 
worse yet, that there is all this energy coming in and they’ve become a bottleneck. 
  
Being an organizer means you’re going to fail a lot. Publicly. Organizing puts your whole 
personality out there in front of everyone. If you’re shaking things up, both supporters and 
opponents will constantly harangue you, wanting you to behave differently or focus on different 
things. And the worst part is that sometimes they’re right. 
 
So take what works and ignore the rest. Which is easier said than done. Good luck. 
 


